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PIONEERING AIR MOBILITY

Whatever your mission, whether it involves passengers, cargo, medical evacuation or public
safety, the VRT500 is the solution. Quick and easy to convert into 8 different conﬁgurations, it
always responds to your needs, demonstrating outstanding operational ﬂexibility.

Combining state-of-the-art avionics and coaxial, main rotor technology with gold-standard, PW207V
engines, the VRT500 stands for safety, reliability and efﬁciency.
With stylish design features inspired by the automobile industry and a luxurious, biggest-in-its-class
cabin, you can sit back, relax and enjoy the very best helicopter-ﬂight experience.
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Safety: Going that extra mile
We have paid the closest attention to every, last detail. The VRT500 comes with
a comprehensive range of industry-leading systems, ensuring maximum ground
and ﬂight safety.
• Coaxial rotors for enhanced wind gust resistance
• Absolute ground personnel safety
• No mast bumping
• EEC-controlled engine for reduced pilot workload
• Navigation system
• LIDAR for excellent visibility
• Second fuel tank for extended ﬂights
• Emergency ﬂoat kit for safe overwater operations
• Cable cutters for safe ﬂights in the vicinity of residential areas
• Stormscope for safe operations in various weather conditions
• 4-axis autopilot for automated ﬂight control and mitigated human error
TAWS, TCAS, ILS
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Cabin:
The biggest in its class (up to 2,000 kg MTOW)
If space is on your list of priorities, the VRT500 is the logical choice, with the biggest cabin in
the light, single-engine class. Featuring luxury seats and interiors, along with low noise and
vibration signature, your comfort is our priority. The windows offer you an excellent ﬁeld of view
and what's more, despite giving you unrivalled cabin space, we have reduced the helicopter's
external dimensions, meaning you have greater take-off and landing ﬂexibility in urban areas.
• Integrated navigation system
• High-performance ergonomics for pilots and pax
• Energy absorbing seats
• Flat multifunctional ﬂoor

• Wide doorway
• Swing or sliding passenger doors
• Metal and composite fuselage
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PW207V Engine: Safety, reliability, economy
With a long and proven track record in safety, reliability and economy, the gas-turbine PW207V by
Pratt & Whitney is the engine of choice for the new generation of light helicopters. This is the
turboshaft engine with automatic control system, hydro-mechanical backup and Electronic Engine
Control (EEC) with optimized software.
• Performance digital data transmittal to the cockpit display
• Engine monitoring to maintain best performance levels
• Cycle data recording and storage
• Acceleration from ground idle to ﬂight power level
• Fuel rate control
• Automatic and manual engine start

Coaxial:
Taking safety, efﬁciency
and comfort to new heights
Perfectly suited to the city, coaxial rotor technology
means safety, comfort and excellent performance levels in
limited urban spaces.
• Safe ground maintenance and boarding
• Improved safety in take-off and landing
• Easy ﬂight control
• No mast bumping
• Wind gust resistance
• High climb rate and maneuverability
• Higher take-off and hovering power
• Compact landing spot requirement
• High altitude operation
• Reduced noise levels and lower vibrations
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Seating and interiors:
Comfort, elegance, luxury
Ergonomically and elegantly designed interiors with luxurious, energy-absorbing seats, can carry up
to 6 people. Low vibration levels and environment control systems add to your feeling of comfort.

Avionics:
Cutting-edge technology for safety and efﬁciency
State-of-the-art FlytX avionics suite by Thales with interactive interface, and 40% reduction in size,
weight and power consumption. A compact, crew-centric and connected ﬂight deck, minimizes the
pilot workload and links the helicopter system with the outside world. The reduced footprint of the
avionics ensures a wide ﬁeld of view, offering exceptional levels of safety.

• Integrated Display Unit includes Central Computer and large 38.1 cm (15-inch) high-resolution LCD
for Primary Flight Display (PFD) and Multi-Function Display (MFD).
• Digital map
• Basic system pages
• High end ﬂight management system
• Basic ﬂight management system
• Flight warning system
• Centralized maintenance system
• Standby instrument
• Tablet universal adaptor
• Air data unit & probes
• Global navigation system
• Mode S Transponder
• Audio system
• Very high frequency radio terminal
• VHF omnidirect range & instrument landing system
• Emergency locator transmitter
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Air taxi: 1 + 5
Carry more passengers and increase your client base with our air taxi conﬁguration.
Offering a highest-in-its-class, 5 energy-absorbing, passenger seats, the VRT500 leads
the way among light, single-engine helicopters and comes with a spacious
compartment for luggage or cargo.
Missions:
• Airport charter
• City air taxi
• City to city

Integrated
air management
system

Seating
Up to 5

User-friendly app
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Passenger: 1 + 4
The passenger conﬁguration has enough room for up to 5 seats, with low noise and
vibration signature and a cargo compartment.

Integrated
air management
system

Passenger
4

Big luggage
compartment
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Business and Corporate Executive
Beat the clock with our On-Demand-Mobility and get to where you need to be on time,
while relaxing in ﬁrst-class, cabin interiors. The executive model comes with bespoke
options, 2 luxury seats, a rear passenger-seat console and individual lighting. With the
beneﬁt of low noise and vibration signature, you can enjoy the high life, while travelling
in unrivalled space, comfort and style.

Max range
860 km

Max speed
250 km/h

Executive
interior
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Cargo
Precious metals, biomaterial transportation, online-retail or last-mile deliveries, the
ﬂexible VRT500 is ideal for moving any cargo. The generous cabin dimensions and
extra-wide, rear-loading doors, offer you greater cargo space and faster-loading
capability.

Range
860 km

Payload
730 kg

Back & side door
loading
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HEMS
Swift and timely emergency care can save lives in critical situations. The HEMS
conﬁguration comes with a customized module (HEMS provisions for all medical
equipment) with a specially designed medical ﬂoor and linings.
• Medical cabinet, seat, rack and spotlight
• Comprehensive medical equipment kit comparable
to larger dual helicopter standards
• Stretcher
• Oxygen bottle rack
• Improved airborne passenger care capability
and stretcher loading through rear doors

Medical
equipment

2 medical
seats

Rear door
loading
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Public safety
The public safety model features external loudspeakers, search lights and thermal
imagery systems and can accommodate up to 5 harness seats. Fast, compact and
ﬂexible, the VRT500 can locate targets rapidly.

Search light

FLIR, LIDAR

Loudspeakers
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Training
Using coaxial technology, our training conﬁguration features a second control kit for
the co-pilot. Ideal for a range of missions, such as ﬂight training or medical personnel
training.
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Baseline Conﬁguration:
Avionics:

Interiors:

Powerplant:

• Metal-composite main structure with composite

• Integrated Display Unit includes Central Computer

• Environment control modular system with an AC

• Turboshaft engine with EEC (Electronic Engine

fuselage panels
• Two swing pilot doors, rear swing door or sliding
door options and rear clamshell cargo doors with
security locks for cabin and cargo compartment
• Flat multifunctional ﬂoor
• Landing gear with optional extensions
• Tail boom, two vertical and one horizontal stabilizer
with rudders
-Crashworthy fuel tank: 390 liters (103 gallons) with
an option to install a second tank for 148 liters
(39.1 gallons)

and large 38.1 cm (15-inch) high-resolution LCD for
Primary Flight Display (PFD) and Multi-Function
Display (MFD).
• Digital map
• Basic system pages
• High end ﬂight management system
• Basic ﬂight management system
• Flight warning system
• Centralized maintenance system
• Standby instrument
• Tablet universal adaptor
• Air data unit & probes
• Global navigation system
• Mode S Transponder
• Audio system
• Very high frequency radio terminal
• VHF omnidirect range & instrument landing system
• Emergency locator transmitter

Airframe:

Electrics:
• 28V external power supply
• Accumulator battery 33 amp-hours
• External power receptacle
• Starter-generator (6 kW/200 amps)
• Heated pitot tube
• Static port, unheated
• LED lighting (cockpit, passenger and cargo
compartments)
• Single LED landing light and LED navigation lights
(white, green, red)
• Passenger-cargo warning system
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Base

capability
• Heating/defrosting of all helicopter transparencies
• Audio panel + headsets + headset hanger
• Grab handles in cabin
• Pilot individual lighting
• Passenger/baggage compartment lighting
• Cargo/passenger compartment smoke sensor
• Floor/wall/ceiling mooring assemblies to secure
cargo
• Energy absorbing pilot seat with a four-point seat
belt
• Quick convertibility
• Map pocket
• Manual ﬁre extinguisher
• Medical kit
• Security lock

Rotors and Controls:
• Two three-bladed coaxial composite rotors
• Main rotor brake
• Flight controls and hydraulics
• Trim system
• Control sticks with provisions for optional
enhancement

Control) and hydro-mechanical backup
• Engine Inlet Barrier Filter
• Autostart
• Engine data recording system (automatic cycle and
ﬂight hour counting)
• Engine Fire Detection System
• Magnetic chip detector
• Air-oil heat exchanger

Transmission Drive System:
• Main Gear Box damper attachment
• Main transmission 2 stage 13:2:1 reduction
• Non-lubricated input drive shaft
• Freewheel unit
• Hydraulic pump for cyclic and collective controls
• MGB oil cooler
• Oil ﬁlter with replaceable type cartridge
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Optional Accessories

Service & Aftersales Support

Cabin:

Requirement

Capabilities

Nose2Tail service

Airframe + Engine + Avionics + Options in one service package
from OEM

Minimized helicopter cost
of ownership

Helicopter health monitoring
Engineering review for continuous design and maintenance
improvements
Field-oriented design development
Consolidated service sales and helicopter sales
Use of standardized GSE and tools by maintenance & repair centers

Reduced administrative load
on customer (amount of
contracts, reports, communications, etc.)

Customer-oriented Service & Support packages
Integrated information systems for customer support

Maintenance & repair available,
simple and user-friendly

Authorized and company-owned Service & Support centers

• Second fuel tank
• Cable cutters
• Windscreen wipers
• External cargo sling (+weight indicator)
• Sliding pilot and passenger doors and windows
• Ground handling wheels
• Air conditioning
• Search light
• Skis
• Mirrors
• Rescue hoist and line
• Emergency ﬂoat kit
• Ballonets

Optional Equipment
Interiors:

HEMS Kit:

• Energy absorbing pilot and passenger seats
• Harness seats
• Flight compartment and cargo/passenger linings
• Cabin individual lighting

• Medical ﬂoor, stretcher, seat, cabinet
• Medical equipment shelf, equipment, gear kit,
rack and spotlight
• Oxygen bottle rack

Emergency Kit:

Executive Kit:

• Life jackets
• Oxygen equipment and emergency survival kits
• Hand ﬂare
• Strobe light
• Life raft

• Luxury interior and passenger seats
• Rear passenger seat console
• Door handles illumination
• Executive utility lighting
• Exit area illumination

Training Kit:
• Dual pilot controls

Assured access to Service
& Support centers in the region
of operations

Technically advanced 24/7 single-window service
to address any issues

Assured operability

Distributed spare parts pool for the entire ﬂeet
Flight and Ground Personnel Training Programs tailored to speciﬁc
operations data
Regional ﬁeld representatives service

Assured residual value

Helicopter health monitoring
Balanced distribution of maintenance & repair costs across
the ﬂight hours
Helicopter sales support at the secondary aircraft market
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Technical speciﬁcation

PARAMETER

METRIC

IMPERIAL

MTOW

1 650 kg

3 640 lb

Empty weight

920 kg

2 030 lb

Useful load

730 kg

1 610 lb

External load

900 kg

1 985 lb

Max range

860 km

465 nmi
5,8 hours

Max endurance
Hovering ceiling

4 100 m

13 450 ft

Service ceiling

6 080 m

19 948 ft

Cruise speed

240 km/h

130 ktas

Max speed

250 km/h

135 ktas

Cabin ﬂoor

4,33 m2

46,61 ft 2

Cabin volume

5,3 m3

187 ft 3
1 pilot + 5 pax

General capacity

Engine
OPERATIONAL

MAXIMUM DURATION PER PERIOD

POWER LIMITATION kW (h.p.)

Take-off

5 minutes

331 (450)

Maximum continuous

Unlimited

291 (395)

